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Abstract: Attenuation coefficient measurements for the propagation of 
bandedge luminescence are made on individual ZnO nanowires by 
combining the localized excitation capability of a scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) with near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) to 
record the distribution and intensity of wave-guided emission. 
Measurements were made for individual nanostructures with triangular 
cross-sections ranging in diameter from 680 to 2300 nm. The effective 
attenuation coefficient shows an inverse dependence on nanowire diameter 
(d−1), indicating scattering losses due to non-ideal waveguiding behavior. 
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1. Introduction 
One dimensional nanostructures, generally referred to as nanowires or nanorods, are of 
potential interest for light emitting diodes (LED) and lasers, since high packing density and 
dimensionally controlled growth resulting in dislocation free material may impact next-
generation photon sources. The use of nanowires, whether for lasers, LEDs or more 
broadband sources, could have impact in areas that would benefit from lower cost “bottom 
up” fabrication, more compact sources or direct integration of photonic and electronic 
structures at the nanoscale. Nanowires are natural waveguides, due to their geometry and 
relatively high index of refraction. Both LED operation [1,2] and lasing behavior [3,4] have 
been demonstrated in ZnO nanowires and extensive research activity is on-going [5,6]. 
The one-dimensional structure of nanowires or nanorods provides both waveguiding and 
cavity confinement. In ZnO, nanowire growth is generally along the [0001] direction. Cross 
sectional areas are commonly hexagonal, but a wide range of geometries, depending on 
growth conditions, have been reported, including triangular cross sections [7,8]. Waveguiding 
has been studied in some detail [9]. Similarly important, however is scattering and absorption 
behavior, since it will always be the balance between emission efficiency (or gain for laser 
structures) and attenuation losses that will determine LED efficiency or lasing threshold. 
However, direct measures of absorption and attenuation in individual nanowires are 
extremely difficult due to the challenge of coupling an optical source to a single nanowire. 
We present a method of making optical attenuation measurements in individual ZnO 
nanostructures that utilizes a combination of a scanning electron microscope for localized 
generation of light and a near-field scanning optical microscope for direct measure of the 
waveguided output. We investigate attenuation behavior as a function of nanowire diameter. 
2. Samples and experimental approach 
The materials of interest are ZnO nanostructures grown by physical vapor deposition [10]. 
After sublimation and growth on an alumina substrate, the wires were sonicated into solution 
and then dispersed horizontally on Si substrates. An SEM image of a collection of the 
structures and an “end-on” image of a representative wire are shown in Fig. 1. Because of 
their uniform cross section, triangular nanostructures were chosen for this study. Cross 
sectional dimensions along the base of the structure vary from several hundred nanometers to 
several microns. 
 
Fig. 1. ZnO nanowires dispersed horizontally on Si substrate, a) imaged at low magnification 
(1000X) in presence of NSOM fiber tip and b) cross sectional image of triangular nanowire at 
high magnification (260,000X). 
The samples are placed in the SEM with a near-field scanning optical microscope 
integrated under the pole piece. This system, described in detail in [11], leverages the optical 
axis access of a Nanonics Multiview 2000 to enable combined AFM and NSOM in the 
presence of electron beam imaging of the sample. The system effectively combines three 
microscopes – 1) an SEM which is used in this case to locate and image individual nanowires 
and then to generate localized luminescence, 2) a tuning fork based AFM that maintains the 
system in the near-field and 3) an NSOM fiber to collect spatially resolved luminescence. 
This combination, which provides independent scanning capability for both the sample and 
the tip, allows for spatially resolved collection of luminescence that is generated at a point. 
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This is achieved by placing the SEM in “spot mode” operation at a fixed point on the sample 
and then scanning the NSOM probe. The resulting information can provide detailed 
information on waveguiding, as presented here, or can be used to optically determine, in a 
non-contact manner, the diffusion length of minority carriers [12,13]. 
Figure 2 shows a schematic of the experiment. The SEM beam is placed in spot mode at a 
measured distance from the end of the nanowire. The NSOM scan is done over a fixed region 
encompassing the end of the nanowire and the area beyond in order to image the waveguided 
luminescence emerging from the structure. Since the point of optical generation can be moved 
in a precise fashion along the nanowire, it is possible to measure the emitted intensity as a 
function of the distance that the light propagates in the nanowire. 
 
Fig. 2. Schematic of experimental approach illustrating electron beam incident on nanowire 
and area of NSOM scan. 
The electron beam was operated at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. This generates a spot 
size at the sample surface ranging from ~2 – 20 nm, depending on the current, but the incident 
electron energy is sufficient to create a generation volume that extends into the nanowire, 
localizing the generation volume to ~1 μm. 
3. ZnO nanowire luminescence 
Figure 3 shows a room temperature cathodoluminescence (CL) spectrum of the ZnO 
nanowires of interest. The luminescence was collected using a CL system with a parabolic 
collecting mirror and a ¼ m monochromator with a GaAs cooled PMT detector. As is 
common with many reports of luminescence from ZnO nanowires, we observe a peak near 
the bandedge at ~380 nm and then a broader, defect-related peak, which is relatively weak for 
these particular samples. For this work, filters were inserted into the optical path so that the 
luminescence measured by the NSOM scans is only the bandedge luminescence. Therefore, 
the attenuation coefficients reported here are for ultraviolet light over the range of ~370 to 
410 nm, with a maximum at 380 nm. No indication of lasing behavior, as evidenced by the 
appearance of sharper optical transitions, was observed in CL measurements with increasing 
excitation over the range of excitation used in this work. We focus therefore on isotropically 
emitted spontaneous emission. 
4. Experimental results 
For a given nanowire, the wire was located in the SEM using standard imaging techniques. 
Then the SEM was operated in “spot mode,” with the beam placed at a measured 
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Fig. 3. 300 K luminescence 
distance from the wire’s end, as previously illustrated in Fig. 2. An NSOM image was then 
obtained from a region that captured the optical emission at the end of the wire. An example 
of the results, with the NSOM image superimposed on the AFM topography of the wire, is 
shown in Fig. 4 for a series of three excitation positions on a wire with a diameter of 1.0 μm. 
The wire diameter is measured by SEM, rather than the AFM topography, because the AFM 
convolutes the wire diameter with the diameter of the NSOM probe, which is at least 300 nm 
in diameter in this case. Fully resolved topography would require an AFM probe tip. The end 
of this particular wire was non-uniform, resulting in the particular spread pattern observed in 
the light emission. 
 
Fig. 4. NSOM image of light emitted from nanowire, superimposed on AFM image showing 
physical end of the structure. Results are shown for point source excitation locations of A) 10 
μm, B) 20 μm and C) 40 μm from the end of the wire. 
NSOM images were collected as a function of excitation distance to the end of the wire. 
The peak intensity within the image was then determined to obtain a relative measure of the 
variation of emission intensity as a function of excitation position. Excitation conditions were 
kept constant. These measurements were performed on four different nanowires of varying 
diameter. The light emission pattern, which is determined by the detailed nature of the end of 
the structure as seen in Fig. 4, does not affect the measurements since only relative intensity 
changes were relevant for a given wire. The intensity, as a function of position, was plotted as 
shown in Fig. 5. Using Beer’s law 
 0 exp ( ),I I xα= −  (1) 
an effective attenuation coefficient was obtained for each wire. 
The measured attenuation coefficients for the propagation of bandedge light increase with 
decreasing nanowire diameter. The size of these structures is such that 1) there are no 
quantum confinement effects involved, 2) the electron beam should generate electron-hole 
pairs throughout the full depth of the nanowire and result in photons initially propagating in 
all directions and 3) multimode propagation behavior should be expected in the waveguides. 
The third assumption is supported by calculating the diameter limit for single mode 
propagation. Using the estimate for the single mode cut off for a circular waveguide (V < 
2.405 where V is the normalized frequency, V = (2πaNA/λ) where a is the fiber radius, NA is 
the numerical aperture and λ is the wavelength), we obtain a maximum diameter of ~127 nm 
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for single mode propagation, using λ = 380 nm and a refractive index for ZnO of 2.5 [14]. 
The diameters for all structures measured here are significantly larger than this cut-off limit. 
 
Fig. 5. Maximum intensity in NSOM images at the end of the wire as a function of the distance 
from the excitation point. The number in the upper right corner is the diameter of the 
nanostructure, to the nearest 10 nm. The lines represent a least squares fit to the data, with the 
resulting value for the attenuation coefficient given in the lower left corner. 
With these conditions in mind, one hypothesis for the observed behavior is the increased 
frequency of reflections at the interfaces for off-axis modes propagating the length of the 
structure for smaller diameter waveguides. The nanostructures are not expected to be perfect 
waveguides, given their geometry and surface features, as well as effects associated with the 
presence of a substrate. We model, therefore, the dependence of the number of interactions 
with the interface (i.e., the number of bounces for a given off-axis mode per unit length) as a 
function of waveguide diameter and compare it to the measured diameter dependence for α. 
If we consider an off-axis ray propagating down a high index waveguide of diameter d, 
the range of allowed off-axis angles will range from a minimum of θ = 0 (the on-axis mode) 
to a maximum of θ = (90 –θc), where θ is the angle from the center axis and θc is the critical 
angle for internal reflection. Simple geometry shows that tan θ = d/(2L), where L is a unit 
distance along the nanowire. The number of reflections per unit distance is then 




dunit length L d
θ
θ
= = =   
 (2) 
The number of reflections at the surface per unit length, therefore, should be inversely 
proportional to the diameter of the wire. If we assume a fixed fractional loss per reflection, 
this would result in an attenuation coefficient which is also inversely proportional to diameter. 
In Fig. 6, we plot the measured attenuation coefficients as a function of nanowire diameter 
to determine the power law. The line represents a least squares regression fit to the data, with 
a resulting slope of −1.05, an excellent match to the predicted dependence of d−1 for loss 
associated with attenuation effects associated with reflections at the surface. 
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Fig. 6. Attenuation coefficient as a function of diameter. Dashed line shows a least squares fit 
with all data equally weighted, indicating d-1.05 dependence. 
The increase in attenuation coefficient with decreasing nanowire diameter is consistent 
with other reports suggesting that larger diameter nanowires or nanorods are higher efficiency 
waveguides. In particular, Schwartzberg et. al., studied GaN nanowires of dimensions ranging 
from 50 to 600 nm in diameter and reported that “below 100 nm in width, little waveguiding 
is observed.” [15]. Li et. al. [16] found that InGaN/GaN nanoLEDs with diameter of ~200 nm 
did not reach efficiencies exceeding those of planar LEDs despite having lower dislocation 
densities and reduced piezoelectric polarizations. They attribute this primarily to heating 
effects or non-radiative recombination, but attenuation behavior and surface loss could also 
play some role. Finally, Zimmler et. al. [17], in a 2010 review of optically pumped nanowire 
lasers, present data on lasing of ZnO structures of various diameter that shows that structures 
with diameter below ~150-200 nm did not reach lasing threshold. Although this is explained 
primarily by modeling of the dependence of the reflection coefficient on diameter for the 
lower order lasing modes, it is interesting to note that decreased reflectivity for smaller 
diameters (which they believe lowers the cavity efficiency and inhibits lasing) would not be 
consistent with the loss of waveguiding in structures operating below threshold, as in Ref. 14. 
The very strong predicted loss of reflectivity for smaller diameters might be expected to 
mitigate to some extent the effects of increased surface recombination and encourage a net 
waveguide emission. It is possible, therefore, that increased scattering and loss effects with 
decreasing diameter, as have been shown here, may play a role in the overall performance 
both LED and laser structures investigated to date. 
7. Conclusion 
In summary, we have utilized a combination of a scanning electron microscope and a near 
field optical imaging system to measure the attenuation coefficient for waveguiding of 
bandedge luminescence in individual ZnO nanowires with cross sectional dimensions ranging 
from 680 to 2300 nm. The effective attenuation coefficient, associated with both absorption 
and scattering, varies inversely with nanostructure diameter, with a dimensional dependence 
of d−1. This agrees with the expected behavior for attenuation that is dominated by scattering 
loss associated with reflection of off-axis light at the nanowire surface. 
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